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Abstract Mammalian prenatal neocortical development
is dominated by the synchronized formation of the laminae
and migration of neurons. Postnatal development likewise
contains ‘‘sensitive periods’’ during which functions such
as ocular dominance emerge. Here we introduce a novel
neuroinformatics approach to identify and study these
periods of active development. Although many aspects of
the approach can be used in other studies, some specific
techniques were chosen because of a legacy dataset of
human histological data (Conel in The postnatal development of the human cerebral cortex, vol 1–8. Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, 1939–1967). Our method
calculates normalized change vectors from the raw histological data, and then employs k-means cluster analysis of
the change vectors to explore the population dynamics of
neurons from 37 neocortical areas across eight postnatal
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developmental stages from birth to 72 months in 54 subjects. We show that the cortical ‘‘address’’ (Brodmann area/
sub-area and layer) provides the necessary resolution to
segregate neuron population changes into seven correlated
‘‘k-clusters’’ in k-means cluster analysis. The members in
each k-cluster share a single change interval where the
relative share of the cortex by the members undergoes its
maximum change. The maximum change occurs in a different change interval for each k-cluster. Each k-cluster has
at least one totally connected maximal ‘‘clique’’ which
appears to correspond to cortical function.
Keywords Sensorimotor  Network clique  Broca’s
area  Primary visual cortex  Retrosplenial cortex

Introduction
The role of Layer I and reelin in the prenatal formation of
mammalian neocortical laminae (Bar and Goffinet 2000) is
well known, as is the pattern of lateral migration of interneurons targeted to specific neocortical areas (Letinic et al.
2002). These and other control factors, such as bmp, shh,
and the homeobox genes appear to follow a basic developmental template shared by vertebrates to which the
mammalian modifications have been added (Gallego-Diaz
et al. 2002; Kolpak et al. 2005; Holland and Takahashi
2005). Furthermore, the consensus is that the template
employs highly conserved genetic and epigenetic factors to
provide the necessary coordination of neurodevelopment
(Noden 1991). Human neocortical development is consistent with this pattern to the extent that neuron versus
non-neuron cell counts in human brains have the same
relationship to body weight as for primates in general,
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whereas the great apes such as gorillas apparently have
over-sized bodies (Azevedo et al. 2009).
Developmental studies in animals with high temporal
resolution reveal that a neuron’s birth cohort is the best
predictor of cell-fate during prenatal development (Takahashi et al. 1999). During postnatal development,
neuron death (pruning) putatively replaces neurogenesis
as the major factor defining the structure of cortical
neuronal populations (Stiles 2008). Postnatal histogenic
cell death does not recapitulate the prenatal sequence of
laminar development (Verney et al. 2000), but rather
seems to be a neurotrophin- and activity-dependent process in which neuron survival hinges on successful synapse formation with target cells (Huang and Reichardt
2001). This pruning, in conjunction with synapse elimination, might be an efficient developmental process that
matches projection cells to target cell populations, but
cell death may also serve other functions, such as the
elimination of transient structures or error elimination
(Stiles 2008).
Studies of animal postnatal development provide
examples of so-called ‘‘sensitive periods’’ when functions
such as ocular dominance must be established (DiCristo
et al. 2007). Sensitive periods for complex cognitive
functions such as human language are also well-reported
(Ross and Bever 2004; Marcotte and Morere 1990). In
these examples, the animal or human subject interacts with
external stimuli as cognitive resources (neurons) become
committed to a particular function. Insufficient stimulation
can result in the diversion of cognitive resources to alternative functions (Michel and Tyler 2005).
The present neuroinformatics analysis supports the
notion that functional, activity-based postnatal alignment
of cortical areas occurs at the level of synchronized changes at specific addresses. By address, we mean a specific
layer within a particular Brodmann area, e.g., BA 44 LV.
We suggest that both the area and layer component of the
address are important. Given the clear relationship between
function and Brodmann area (Rakic 1988, 2001), one
would hypothesize that a Brodmann area would be predictive of neuron population dynamics during postnatal
cortical development. At the same time, Nomura et al.
(2008), showed in a comparative study of the mammalian
and avian pallium that most control mechanisms are highly
conserved in evolution, including reelin-dependent neuronal migration in mammalian corticogenesis. Thus, if the
conserved neurogenetic and neuromigration factors that
lead to laminar fate (Takahashi et al. 1999) as well as to
corollary cell death mechanisms (Gohlke et al. (2007)
continue to operate after birth, one would also hypothesize
that the neocortical laminar identity would be a predictor of
the course of postnatal neocortical neurodevelopment as
well.
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For human subjects, histological evidence from children
to examine these hypotheses is scarce. However, Conel’s
study (1939–1967) of the development of the human cortex
provides a uniquely comprehensive dataset of neuron
populations using a common framework and methodology
for 54 human subjects whose deaths were distributed across
eight neurodevelopmental observation ages ranging from
birth to 72 months (5 B N B 9 for each observation age).
Conel’s data permit a comparison of 37 neocortical areas in
the left hemisphere across all of these neurodevelopmental
stages.
Here, we show evidence that synchronized neurodevelopmental changes occur at the address level in cortical
neuron populations. These results support the hypothesis
that for human subjects postnatal activity-dependent
mechanisms (laminar-neocortical area interactions) are
superimposed on a combination of the previously established animal model pre-natal control mechanisms (such as
laminar development) to coordinate neocortical neuronal
populations over the studied neurodevelopmental time
course. Moreover, the emergence of functionally related
neuron changes prior to much of the overt cognitive
activity related to those functions implies that these synchronized changes have both an internal, clock-like, basis
as well as an activity basis.

Materials and methods
(a) Conel’s data
The current neuroinformatics analysis depends on the
massive dataset of post mortem histological observations
collected by Conel (1939–1967). Conel remains one of the
few sources for histological data on a systematic, structural
basis (Azevedo et al. 2009). However, his data is massive
only in the sense of detail at each observation age, not in
the sense of large numbers of subjects at each age (see ‘‘A
Cautionary Tale’’ in the ‘‘Supplement data’’).
Notwithstanding his reputation as an accomplished
clinical neuroanatomist, for his study of human neocortical
development, Conel did not report the precise cause of
death for any of the 54 subjects. However, he did explicitly
state that the cause of each subject’s death was unrelated to
neurodevelopment. While the field of human clinical neuroanatomy has changed since Conel collected his data, for
the purposes of this neuroinformatics study we assume
Conel’s assertion to be valid.
Using classic histological techniques, Conel recorded a
mean neuronal density value based on 30 separate cresyl
violet-stained tissue samples from each subject within specific area-layer combinations (we term these combinations
addresses). In addition, he recorded the corresponding mean
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across individuals at each observation age (5 B N B 9; total
N = 54), for 37 neocortical areas in the left cerebral hemisphere. Conel’s procedure avoids possible stereological
error from a single soma contributing to adjacent slices
(Abercrombie 1946). As has been reported, the number of
cresyl violet-stained somata provides an accurate marker for
the neuron population (Pilati et al. 2008). Azevedo et al.
(2009) uses cresyl violet to calibrate an automated method
for counting neurons using fluorescent DNA-tagged brain
tissue. Our overall strategy in the present work was to use the
Conel cresyl violet-stained human neocortical tissue to
reveal information about neuron densities during the neurodevelopmental series of observations from birth to
72 months.
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Brodmann Area

Neuroinformatics analysis of this data was conducted in
three phases. First, we calculated neuron population from
Conel’s neuron density and layer thickness measurements. Second, using the normalization steps described in
Eqs. 1–3 below, population change vectors were defined
by Eq. 8. These change vectors defined developmental
trajectories. Third, k-means cluster analysis of the developmental trajectories of all 222 addresses from birth to
72 months was performed. These are described in detail
below.
Phase 1: neuron population
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In our method, the neuron population m(l, b, t), for neocortical layer l, Brodmann area b and observation age index
t, is Conel’s reported mean density for that address multiplied by the layer depth (in 0.1 mm increments). m represents the number of neurons in a ‘‘sample count’’ with
base 100 lm2 that spans the neocortical layer reported in
that measurement. These calculations are summarized in
Fig. 1 in ‘‘Results’’. The six sample counts for the
addresses in each Brodmann area, when summed, constitute a sample column. For each fixed t, Conel’s data include
observations on each of several individuals for various
values of l and b. The data at the different values of t,
however, were from different subjects.
Input values for m(l, b, t) were carefully cross-checked for
accuracy with the raw tabular values for neuron density and
layer depth in the CYBERCHILD data base (Shankle et al.
2000). CYBERCHILD represents an important neuroinformatics resource, as it provides computerized database access
to the entire Conel corpus. Our input population values differ
from CYBERCHILD for 72 months values, as CYBERCHLD lists an average of left and right hemisphere values
for each address, whereas we have used left hemisphere data
exclusively since Conel did not make observations on
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Fig. 1 Mean raw neuron population by area, layer and age in Conel.
Raw population values have not been adjusted for shrinkage in either
panel. a Mean sample column neuron population by Brodmann area
by observation age, with the mean taken over the six layer samples in
the respective Brodmann area. The curve for 0 months reflects
missing data, since Conel did not report values for BA 29 and 30 at
that age. The raw mean neuron population over all sample columns
declines from 463.5 at birth to 249.5 at 48 months. At 72 months it is
266.3. The greatest absolute decline in mean neuron population, 95.9
per sample column, takes place between 3 and 6 months. The greatest
relative decline in mean neuron population (24.55%) takes place
between 6 and 15 months. b Mean raw sample counts averaged over
each neocortical layer by observation age, with the mean taken over
the samples of all Brodmann areas within a given layer. The mean
declines from 438.4 at birth to 192.3 at 48 months. At 72 months it is
266.5. The greatest absolute decline in mean neuron sample count,
92.9 per layer, takes place between 3 and 6 months. The greatest
relative decline in mean neuron sample count (29.91%) takes place
between 6 and 15 months

neuron density in the right hemisphere except at the 72
months time point in neurodevelopment. Our calculated
populations also differ from CYBERCHILD for Layer V;
this is because our method for calculating mean neuron
density over Conel’s reported sublayers for Layer V differs
from that of Shankle et al. (see ‘‘Supplement data’’).
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Phase 2: population change vectors

0.45

37
1 X
¼ log vðl; b; tÞ 
logðl; i; tÞ
37 i¼1

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

In Eq. 3, we define the change C(l, b, t) at each address
(l, b) as the squared difference between R(l, b, t) and R(l, b,
t ? 1) divided by the pooled sample variance for each
layer l at t and t ? 1. The interval between t and t ? 1 is
called a ‘‘change interval,’’ where the data at t and t ? 1
were from different subjects.
½Rðl; b; tÞ  Rðl; b; t þ 1Þ2
Cðl; b; tÞ ¼
s2 ðl; tÞ þ s2 ðl; t þ 1Þ

ð3Þ

C(l, b, t) is defined over seven change intervals for
Conel’s data, beginning with the first interval between
newborn to 1 month. With 222 addresses and seven change
intervals, there are a total of 1,554 values for C(l, b, t)
described in the histogram in Fig. 2 and Table 3 in
‘‘Results’’. If we assume that R(l, b, t) is normally
distributed for each t, because the data are from different
individuals (and hence, independent), then C(l, b, t) in Eq. 3
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This procedure normalizes the raw population
calculation m(l, b, t) as a relative count over all Brodmann
areas for each layer. Thus, the values of R(l, b, t) from Eq. 1
reflect the average log ratio of the number of neurons in a
sample count relative to the number of neurons in all other
sample counts within a given layer averaged across all
subjects at a particular observation age. This relative
measure within layer b at age index t solves an important
problem. Conel followed von Economo’s counting method,
which is subject to a systematic proportional overcount
(Conel 1939; von Economo and Koskinas 1925). Such a
systematic proportional overcount does not affect the
calculated normalized ratios described above.
Subsequently, changes in R(l, b, t) were normalized
between observation ages. Calculating this second normalization function requires defining the sample variance
of m(l, b, t) for the pooled Brodmann areas in each layer at
each observation age. The sample variance is given by
37 
2
1 X
log mðl; i; tÞ  hlog mðl; b; tÞib
37 i¼1

0.35

0.1

¼ log mðl; b; tÞ  hlog mðl; i; tÞii

s2 ðl; tÞ ¼

0.4

Proportion

For our analysis of relative population changes at each
neocortical address from birth to 72 months, we first normalized neuron populations at each observation age index
t = 1, …, 8, corresponding to observation ages 0, 1, 3, 6,
15, 24, 48 and 72 months, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of normalized change interval magnitudes. Distribution of C(l, b, t) values for all seven change intervals. N = 1,554
overall, N = 9 for C(l, b, t) [ 5.5 (not shown). Histogram bins are in
increments of 0.1 units. Rather than the predicted Chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom (also shown), the histogram
in this figure is well-described by a gamma distribution
(P = 0.99997, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; parameters a = 0.3638,
b = 1.6570 and mean = 0.6028)

would be a Chi-square random variable with one degree of
freedom. More precisely, begin with the null hypothesis that
R(l, b, t) = R(l, b, t - 1), abbreviated as R and R0,
respectively. That is, according to the null hypothesis the
relative share of cortical neurons at address (l, b) for
the subject population at time t is the same share as for the
different subject population but same address at the
previous time t - 1. Define the likelihood ratio k
k¼

Lmax ðxÞ
Lmax ðXÞ

ð4Þ

where Lmax(x) is the maximum likelihood for the null
hypothesis, and where Lmax(X) is the maximum likelihood
of R(l, b, t) in general. This is a case of a nested hypothesis
as required by Wilks (1962: 419–421). Then,
2 log k  ðR  R0 Þ2

d2
log L
dR2

ð5Þ

where L is the likelihood of R(l, b, t). Using the CramérRao bound
1

VarðRÞ   2
d
E dR2 log L

ð6Þ

Equation 5 simplifies to
2 log k 

ðR  R0 Þ2
VarðRÞ

ð7Þ
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This is asymptotically Chi-square with one degree of
freedom with increasing n, where n = 222 for Conel for
each change step and n = 1,554 for the entire Conel data
set (for a general discussion of the -2 log k statistic see
Ewens and Grant 2001: Sect. 8.4.2). Using the pooled
variance for each change step as defined in Eq. 2, the
-2 log k statistic becomes C(l, b, t), which is thus also
approximately Chi-square with one degree of freedom.
The null hypothesis predicts that C(l, b, t) derived from
Conel’s data is Chi-square with one degree of freedom. If it
is not, there is evidence to reject the null hypothesis. We
use the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) goodness-of-fit test for
this step. For statistical tests related to individual magnitudes of C(l, b, t), we can also test against a Chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom, in this case using
the cumulative probability distribution. Since values of C(l,
b, t) [ 3.9 have P \ 0.05 using this one-tailed test, they
are statistically significant regardless of the precise distribution of the actual raw Conel data.
Equation 8 then defines a normalized seven-dimensional
population ‘‘change vector’’ ~
P for the entire developmental
trajectory (newborn to 72 months) for each address (l, b).
The ‘‘change indices’’ from 1 to 7 define the successive
change intervals between age indices t, where 1 is the change
interval between birth and 1 month and 7 is the change
interval between 48 and 72 months. For convenience in
calculations for the k-means cluster analysis below, ~
P is


D ~
Px ; ~
Py

steps in Eqs. 1–3 transform raw sample count changes into
changes in relative population share across the cortex. This
enabled us to identify synchronized changes to neuron
populations by using k-means cluster analysis.
Phase 3: K-means cluster analysis of population change
vectors
The purpose of k-means cluster analysis is to separate a
group of data points into k clusters, where the value of k is
optimized given the definition of an appropriate separation
distance. We will refer to these as k-clusters. We first
assessed the appropriate value for k with the mean cluster
separation values summarized in Table 2 in ‘‘Results’’,
using 1,000 replications for each value of k ranging from 2
to 12 to eliminate local minima. The value of k is optimal
when the mean k-cluster separation is maximal. To associate correlated developmental trajectories in the clusters,
the separation distance was calculated using the correlation
distance between the ~
P vectors defined by Eq. 8. For ~
Px(lx,
bx) and ~
Py(ly, by), the correlation distance between ~
Px and
~
Py is defined as 1 minus the sample correlation, r, between
the points treated as sequences of values and is made
explicit below in Eq. 9. By definition, when ~
Px and ~
Py are
~
~
completely uncorrelated, r = 0 and D(Px, Py) = 1, abbreviated as D = 1. When r = 1, D = 0. When r = -1,
D = 2.

7
7
7
P
P
P
7 Cx ðlx ; bx ; iÞCy ðly ; by ; iÞ  Cx ðlx ; bx ; iÞ Cy ðly ; by ; iÞ
i¼1
i¼1
i¼1
¼ 1  sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
7
2 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
7
2
7
7
P
P
P
P
2
2
7 Cy ðly ; by ; iÞ 
Cx ðlx ; bx ; iÞ
Cy ðly ; by ; iÞ
7 Cx ðlx ; bx ; iÞ 
i¼1

i¼1

defined as a row vector. Each element in ~
P represents
measurements on a different sample of subjects.
!
P ðl; bÞ ¼ ½Cðl; b; 1ÞCðl; b; 2Þ    Cðl; b; 7Þ
ð8Þ
To assess and visualize area, layer and change interval
interactions from birth to 72 months, we then employed kmeans cluster analysis of the change vector data, using the
222 row vectors resulting from the six neocortical layers
and 37 Brodmann areas. Each change vector ~
P (l, b) has
seven normalized components C(l, b, t) for each
observation change interval t. In ‘‘Results’’ or
‘‘Discussion’’, if the change interval is not completely
specified (e.g., ‘‘from 3 to 6 months’’), the change interval
will be labeled with the final observation age for that
change interval (e.g., ‘‘6 months’’). The normalization

i¼1

ð9Þ

i¼1

The set of k-clusters accounts for all developmental
trajectories for the 222 addresses in Conel’s data. To analyze each k-cluster for potential biological function, we then
examined the relational networks defined for D \ 0.1 (or
r [ 0.9 within each cluster) in terms of the C(l, b, t) components of their respective change vectors. Within these
highly correlated relational networks, we further isolated
the maximal ‘‘cliques,’’ or totally connected networks that
are subsets of the undirected network graph for D \ 0.1
(Godsil and Royle 2004). Several k-clusters had more than
one clique of maximal size. In ‘‘Results’’ and ‘‘Discussion’’,
we refer to the addresses in the one or more maximal cliques
as the ‘‘core’’ for each respective k-cluster.
To test whether the single spike per k-cluster pattern in
the radar plot in Fig. 4 was an artifact of the k-means
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method applied to seven change intervals, we constructed
an empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) characterizing k-cluster graphs randomly generated by a Monte
Carlo process. For this type of Monte Carlo test, 1,000
iterations are more than sufficient (Gentle 2002). Each
iteration began with a 222 9 8 table of random numbers
drawn from the unit interval, corresponding to a null
hypothesis that neuron populations are equiprobable.
Equations 1–3 were then applied to the table and the
resulting change vectors were clustered using the k-means
algorithm with k = 7 using Eq. 9 to define the distance
metric. Let m(k, t) = mean[C(l, b, t)] for each of the
k-clusters in a given change interval resulting from these
calculations. After sorting, we then used the statistic
s(t) = max[m(k, t)]/mean[m(k, t)] to characterize each
change interval in the graph, and mean(s) to characterize
the graph across all change intervals. Using the results from
1,000 iterations, the surrogate cdf then allowed us to estimate a P value for the actual Conel data. MATLAB code
for Eqs. 1 and 3, as well as this Monte Carlo characterization of random graphs is included in the ‘‘Supplement
data’’.

Results
Figure 1a shows the mean sample count, or mean neuron
population by layer and observation age in Conel, uncorrected for shrinkage. Figure 1b shows the corresponding
mean neuron population for each layer as calculated from
values for each of the 37 Brodmann areas in the dataset. A
sample count is calculated for a volume with a base of
100 lm2 that spans the respective cortical layer (see
‘‘Methods’’).
Table 1 shows the optimal value for k in the k-means
cluster analysis by maximizing the mean cluster separation
distance using the correlation distance defined by Eq. 9 in
‘‘Methods’’. The optimal separation distance occurs when
k = 7, corresponding to seven‘‘ k-clusters.’’ As noted in
‘‘Methods’’, D = 1 corresponds to no correlation (r = 0).
Figure 2 shows the distribution resulting from the normalization steps in Eqs. 1–3 in ‘‘Methods’’. It depicts the
distribution of all C(l, b, t) values except nine values [5.5
that are included in Table 2, which lists all 24 statistically
significant addresses with C(l, b, t) [ 3.9. The distribution
of C(l, b, t) in Fig. 2 is not the expected Chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom (P = 0.0112, KS
test). As noted in ‘‘Methods’’, this supports the alternative
hypothesis that C(l, b, t ? 1) is different from C(l, b, t) for
some addresses (l, b) for at least one change interval.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of all 222 addresses into
k-clusters. The k-clusters are groups of addresses whose
change vectors are most closely aligned using the
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Table 1 Mean cluster separation distance for different numbers of
clusters
Number of
clusters

Mean cluster
separation

2

0.2769

3

0.3386

4
5

0.3778
0.4121

6

0.4439

7

0.4767

8

0.4514

9

0.4501

10

0.4271

11

0.4236

12

0.415

Distance metric is the correlation distance (Eq. 9 in ‘‘Methods’’)

correlation distance in Eq. 9 in ‘‘Methods’’ as the metric.
The number of each cluster is arbitrary, as assigned by the
k-means algorithm during 1,000 replications (see
‘‘Methods’’).
A maximal clique in a k-cluster is the largest set of
totally connected addresses in the cluster. Defining a connection as a relationship between addresses x and y, where
~x, ~
D(P
Py) \ 0.1 in Eq. 9 in ‘‘Methods’’ (or correlation
rxy [ 0.9), 11 of the 24 outliers in Table 2 belong to the
maximal clique in their respective k-cluster, indicated by
an asterisk (sample correlation r = 0.8192, P = 0.0242,
two-tailed t-test against the null hypothesis that the distribution by change interval of the 11 maximal clique
members and the 24 significant C(l, b, t) values are from
different distributions).
Figure 4 shows the mean value of C(l, b, t) for each of
the seven k-clusters as a radar plot graph. There is a one-toone correspondence between a maximum change vector
component in a k-cluster and each of the seven change
intervals.
Figure 5 shows the relational network for the first
k-cluster (K-1), where D \ 0.1. The figure depicts all
members of K-1. There is only one totally connected
maximal clique (with nomenclature from Conel): BA 6
LVI (posterior supplemental motor area of the gyrus
frontalis superior), BA 45 LIV (inferior gyrus frontalis
medialis/pars triangularis), BA 22 LI (area temporalis
superior), and BA 24 LIII (area limbica anterior agranularis
of the gyrus cinguli).
We define the ‘‘core’’ of a k-cluster to be the set of
addresses contained in its maximal cliques. In the case of
K-1, the core consists of a single maximal clique of size
four. Figure 6 reveals the C(l, b, t) values for the core, as
well as the mean core values compared to the entire cluster.

Cogn Neurodyn (2010) 4:151–163
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Table 2 Statistically significant values of C(l, b, t)
1 Mo
3 Mo
6 Mo
15 Mo
24 Mo
48 Mo

29 LI

29 LIV

4.4938

4.1803

17 LIII

17 LV

38 LI*

4T LV

10.8246

7.0145

4.9739

4.239

29 LVI*

17 LIII

17 LI*

16.6004

6.4275

6.254

4P LVI*

29 LV*

18 LII*

41 LI

8 LIII*

4Hd LVI*

10 LI

21 LII*

7.1081

6.6642

6.5119

4.8475

4.8088

4.7902

4.4962

4.3299

14 LI*

42 LVI*

5.7625

4.442

45r LI
4.7949

72 Mo

45r LI

10 LI

22 LVI

23/31 LIII

4.7137

4.4902

4.267

4.0839

Change interval, address (Brodmann area and layer) and C(l, b, t) value are indicated. Asterisks and bolding denote the addresses that belong to a
maximal clique in a k-cluster. Nine addresses with C(l, b, t) [ 5.5 were not included in Fig. 2. Altogether, 24 values of C(l, b, t) were statistically
significant (P \ 0.05, one-tailed test against Chi-square cdf, one degree of freedom)
T trunk, P paracentral lobule, Hd head, r rostral
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45
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5
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1

2
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4

5

6

7

K-cluster

Fig. 3 Distribution of neocortical addresses into seven k-clusters
(N = 222). Table 1 showed that the optimal number of clusters for
the k-means algorithm was 7. The distribution of the 222 change
vectors in Conel’s data from Eq. 8 was then sorted into seven
k-clusters by the algorithm using Eq. 9 as the distance metric for
cluster membership and separation of the clusters. Addresses with the
most highly correlated changes in their respective values for C(l, b, t)
were assigned to the same k-cluster. Cluster number was assigned
arbitrarily by the k-means algorithm

The mean cluster C(l, b, t) values are the same as those as
in Fig. 4.
The largest k-cluster in the Conel data is K-3. It also has
the largest core, with two maximal cliques of size nine.
Eight of the addresses in these maximal cliques overlap, as
shown in Fig. 7. Thus, the core contains ten addresses. The
‘‘unique’’ nodes on this graph are BA 29 LV (area retrosplenialis granulosa) and BA 8 LIII (medial gyrus frontalis
superior in von Economo’s area frontalis intermedia). They

24 Mo

15 Mo

Fig. 4 Correspondence of k-cluster to change interval. Radar plot
axes indicate mean C(l, b, t) values for the respective k-clusters.
Radial axes are the seven change intervals. Each of the k-clusters has
a maximum on a unique change interval axis. Using a Monte Carlo
process to construct an empirical cumulative probability distribution
function (cdf) for randomly generated graphs of seven k-clusters using
a ‘‘mean max-over-mean’’ statistic for each graph (see ‘‘Methods’’),
the relative size of the maxima and their one-to-one distribution
across the change intervals in this figure is statistically significant
(P & 0.001 from the empirical cdf; the sample mean Monte Carlo
graph statistic was 2.845 ± 0.104 (sample standard deviation for
N = 1,000). The same statistic for the Conel data was 3.180)

are ‘‘unique’’ in the sense of being totally connected to
eight other addresses, but not to each other.
Figure 8 shows the core C(l, b, t) and mean C(l, b, t)
values for K-3. The two maximum values in Fig. 8a, BA
4P LVI (the paracentral lobule portion of BA 4) and BA 29
LV are both outliers in Table 2. However, the correlated
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22_LIII

2

0
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47_LIII
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Change interval
39_LI

47_LIV
1_LIII

10_LI
1_LI

3_LII

3_LI

10_LII

(B) 2.5

Core
K-1

trajectories in the K-3 core also include BA 19 LIV (area
peristriata) which also has a maximum of 0.7003 at
15 months. The remaining core areas have C(l, b, t) maxima at 15 months between 0.7003 and 7.1076, reflecting
correlations on multiple change scales. The comparison of
mean C(l, b, t) values for the core and the k-cluster as a
whole in Fig. 8b reflects greater homogeneity among the
change vector trajectories than in K-1.
Corresponding figures for the remaining k-clusters are
included as a supplement. Maximal clique sizes and
descriptions for all clusters are summarized in Table 3.
There are seven maximal cliques of size four distributed
among four of the k-clusters. There are four maximal cliques of size six, two in K-2 and two in K-7. There are two
maximal cliques of size nine in K-3. Thus, there are 47
addresses in the seven k-cluster cores. They belong to 27
Brodmann areas. BA 6 has four addresses in different
cores. No other Brodmann area has more than two
addresses in any core.

Discussion
The principal result of this paper is the one-to-one correlation between large change steps in successive neuron
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2

Mean C(l, b, t)

Fig. 5 Relational graph and maximal clique of the first k-cluster
(K-1) for D \ 0.1. The 33 addresses in K-1 are listed in clockwise
order from BA 4L Layer I at the top to BA 30 Layer V. The order is
the one used by Conel, generally proceeding from frontal lobe to the
parietal, occipital, temporal lobes, and then medial cortical areas.
Dashed lines show all instances where D \ 0.1. The solid bold lines
show the maximal clique for the cluster, which has size four. Only
K-1 and K-4 have single maximal cliques of size 4. K-5 and K-6 have
more maximal cliques of size 4. K-2 and K-7 have two overlapping
maximal cliques of size 6, and K-3 has two overlapping maximal
cliques of size 9. Abbreviations: L = leg; Hd = head; r = rostral

1.5

1

0.5

0
1 Mo

3 Mo

6 Mo

15 Mo

24 Mo

48 Mo

72 Mo

Change interval

Fig. 6 C(l, b, t) values for K-1 and the K-1 core. a C(l, b, t) for the
four members of the single maximal clique. This is a graph of the
entire trajectory for each of the four addresses in the K-1 core, by C(l,
b, t) and change interval. The secondary peak C(l, b, t) values for
1 month provide a relatively complex overall trajectory for this group
of addresses. b Mean C(l, b, t) for the core compared to mean C(l, b, t)
for the entire cluster. The mean trajectory for the entire k-cluster has a
much lower value for 1 month compared to the mean for the core
addresses, making the core addresses a relatively distinct sub-set of a
k-cluster with correlated maximal C(l, b, t) values at 72 months

populations and observation age in human neocortical
development to age six. Change steps are normalized
measures of relative neuron population shares at individual
area/layer addresses. The pattern of synchronized change in
Fig. 4 emerges when 222 neurodevelopmental trajectories
for each of the six cortical layers in 37 Brodmann areas or
subareas are parsed into optimal k-clusters using k-means
cluster analysis with the correlation distance as the metric.
In this section, we will discuss the members of these
k-clusters in terms of two distinctive types of members:
those individual addresses that have a statistically significant magnitude of change as defined by the expected
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4.5
4

Core
K-3

Fig. 7 Relational graph and maximal cliques for K-3 for D \ 0.1.
The 43 addresses in K-3 are listed in clockwise order from BA 4L
Layer III at the top to BA 29 LV. The order is the one used by Conel.
Solid red lines indicate relationships common to both of the two
maximal cliques in the K-3 core. Solid blue lines show the relational
links for BA 29 Layer V, which is the unique address in one of the
two maximal cliques. Solid green lines show the relational links for
BA 8 Layer III, the unique address for the second of the two maximal
cliques. Including common and unique nodes, the two maximal
cliques have size nine. Dashed blue lines indicate the remaining
correlation distances with D \ 0.1. Abbreviations: P = paracentral
lobule, T = trunk, Hn = hand

Chi-square distribution of change steps from random
mixtures (i.e., C(l, b, t) [ 3.9), and those addresses whose
developmental trajectories define them as part of a totally
connected, maximal clique in a given k-cluster (Table 3).
As noted at Table 2, maximal clique membership and large
magnitude change steps are significantly correlated.
Previous neuroinformatic analysis of Conel’s data
(Shankle et al. 1998, 2002) employed the statistical methodology known as correspondence analysis across all six
types of data reported in Conel: layer width and neuron
density (also employed in our present work) as well as
somal height and width, large fiber density resulting from
Cajal staining and myelinated fiber density resulting from
Weigert staining (Shankle et al. 1998). Their method is
scale-free and shows a regular developmental pattern from
birth to 72 months, with 99% confidence intervals for each
cortical area in neocortex overlapping almost completely
(Shankle et al. 1998). By contrast to Shankle et al., the C(l,
b, t) transformed measurement in our change vector
method is normalized across cortical areas and layers and
between ages, but is not scale-free.
The evidence for synchronized change in the Conel data
comes from three arguments. First, the relative magnitude
of the radial spikes in Fig. 4 is not likely an artifact of

Mean C(l, b, t)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1 Mo

48 Mo

72 Mo

Fig. 8 C(l, b, t) values for K-3 and the K-3 core. a C(l, b, t) by
change interval for the ten change vector trajectories of the core
addresses in K-3. BA 29 LV and BA 8 LIII are the unique nodes in
Fig. 7. The eight common addresses in the core are listed between
them on the right. The correlated maximum C(l, b, t) values at
15 months occur at multiple scales. b Mean C(l, b, t) for the core
addresses compared to the mean C(l, b, t) values for the entire
k-cluster by change interval

randomly distributed neuron populations. As described in
‘‘Methods’’, we tested the contrary by making 1,000 random draws from the unit interval for 222 surrogate
addresses and eight surrogate observation ages, used
Eqs. 1–9 to construct seven k-clusters, and measured the
relative size of the spike for each k-cluster to the average
change step magnitude for that k-cluster. Comparing the
Conel result to the empirical cdf from this process, we
estimate the probability of an artifact is rejected with
P & 0.001. Second, we expect a Chi-squared distribution
with one degree of freedom to emerge from Eqs. 1 and 3
based on the reasoning in ‘‘Methods’’. This contrasts with
Conel’s data in Fig. 2, where the distribution mean for C(l,
b, t) across all ages is 0.6028 rather than 1 expected from
the Chi-square distribution, and the KS test for goodnessof-fit to the Chi-square is rejected with P = 0.0112.
Finally, The KS test was performed against the null
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Table 3 Summary of k-cluster cores
Cluster

Maximum
clique size

Number

Overlap

Partial overlap

Non-overlap

Maximum C(l, b, t)
in change interval

1

4

1

6 LVI

–

–

72 Mo

–

41 LIII

1 Mo

45 LIV
22 LI
24 LIII
2

6

2

46 LV

10 LIII

45r LV
40 LIII
37 LI
42 LIII
3

9

2

4L LIII

–

29 LV*

15 Mo

8 LIII*

4P LVI*
4Hd LVI*
6 LIV
8 9 LV
19 LIV
18 LII*
21 LII*
4

4

1

7 LIII

–

–

48 Mo

17 LIV (gp 1/3)
17 LI (gp 1/3)*

37 LII (gp 1)
14 LIII (gp 2)

6 Mo

45r LVI (gp 2/3)

7 LII (gp 2)

40 LIV
22 LIV
21 LVI
5

4

3

29 LVI (gp 1/2/3)*

6

4

2

–

–

44 LV (gp 1)

24 Mo

45 LVI (gp 1)
42 LVI (gp 1)*
13 LI (gp 1)
4P LI (gp 2)
41 LV (gp 2)
38 LVI (gp 2)
14 LI (gp 2)*
7

6

2

6 LIII
6 LV

–

44 LII

3 Mo

39 LVI

39 LIV
38 LI*
13 LIV
Addresses in bold and marked by an asterisk indicate C(l, b, t) [ 3.9 (P \ 0.05, Chi-square test). For K-5, there are three maximal cliques of size
four, each partially intersecting the others. The three components are grouped as ‘‘gp 1’’ to ‘‘gp 3.’’ K-6 has two maximal cliques of size four that
do not intersect, grouped as ‘‘gp 1’’ and ‘‘gp 2.’’
L leg

hypothesis that the normalized neuron population C(l, b, t)
is drawn from the same distribution as the previous C(l, b,
t - 1) at each address. Occurrences of C(l, b, t) that negate
this null hypothesis are the statistically significant change
step magnitudes that co-occur within the same change step.
That is, the null hypothesis is negated by statistically
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significant synchronized changes to relative neuron population for successive groups of addresses during development. While neuron counts alone are silent as to a potential
mechanism, these synchronized changes visible in Fig. 4
at specific addresses that are significantly correlated with
k-cluster cores (r = 0.8192, P = 0.0242, two-tailed t-test)
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imply a clock-like process that produces the
synchronization.
The observed synchrony in Fig. 4 is not between
selected areas and age, nor selected layer and age, but
rather between specific addresses and age. Thus, only BA 6
has four addresses that appear in the maximal clique catalog at Table 3, distributed across three k-clusters. Only
BA 17 and BA 29 have four addresses, likewise distributed
across three k-clusters, in Table 2 where large magnitude
change steps and maximal clique membership are cross
walked. Thus, in addition to area-to-area adjustments
known to be significant in postnatal development (Verney
et al. 2000), the data also indicate the continued importance
of the layer-dominated mammalian prenatal pattern (Butler
and Hodos 2005; Noden 1991; Takahashi et al. 1999, etc.),
revealing a highly conserved evolutionary pattern (Finlay
et al. 2001).
BA 6 is supplementary motor cortex, BA 17 is primary
visual cortex (Gazzaniga et al. 2002), and BA 29 (granular
retrosplenial cortex) may be involved with the integration
of egocentric inputs from the parietal lobe and allocentric
representations from the hippocampus and medial temporal
lobe (Burgess 2008). This suggests a potential functional
role for maximal cliques and the set of unusually large
change step addresses that we will take up next.
As noted with Fig. 1, the largest absolute change in raw
neuron populations in Conel’s data is the drop of 95.9
neurons per sample column that takes place during the
change step from 3 to 6 months. The largest relative drop
across the cortex (24.55% per sample column) takes place
during the next change step from 6 to 15 months. After
normalization, the largest values for C(l, b, t) likewise
occur during these change steps, as revealed in Table 2.
K-3, the largest k-cluster with the largest maximal cliques
has its maximal changes during the 6–15 months change
step. Taking neuron cell death as symptomatic of assimilation and commitment (Stiles 2008), these changes should
be consistent with corresponding sensitive periods (e.g.,
Marcotte and Morere 1990; Ross and Bever 2004; DiCristo
et al. 2007).
In humans, these sensitive periods would reasonably be
correlated with Piaget’s (1952) sensorimotor stage, which
extends from birth to 2 years, particularly since this is the
Piaget stage that is least subject to environmental factors
such as family income or education (Renner et al. 1976). In
this context, the change step for 6 months is not surprising.
Its three maximal cliques all involve BA29 LVI which has
the largest magnitude for C(l, b, t) of any address at any
change step. Two of the three maximal cliques contain
primary vision address BA17 LI, which also has a large
magnitude change value, as well as BA17 LIV. BA17 LIII,
associated with color vision processing (Gazzaniga et al.
2002) has statistically significant C(l, b, t) magnitudes in
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this change step as well as the prior change step at
3 months, where it is a member of the k-cluster. According
to Piaget (1952), vision is not especially important during
the reflex stage immediately after birth, but infants begin to
‘‘really look’’ at things after 1 month, and actively track
objects by 2 months. These remaining associations to
6 months remain consistent with continued adaptation and
assimilation as called for in Piaget (1952).
This sensorimotor theme continues into the 15 months
change step, where the maximal cliques include addresses
from primary motor cortex (4L LIII, 4P LVI, 4Hd LVI;
Gazzaniga et al. 2002), supplementary motor cortex (BA6
LIV), secondary vision (BA19 LIV and BA18 LII), and the
area associated with the frontal eye fields (BA8 LIII;
Berman et al. 1999). Retrosplenial cortex also appears in
this set (BA29 LV). Primary audition (BA41 LI; Gazzaniga
et al. 2002) appears among the large magnitude C(l, b, t)
set as well. Six of the ten maximal clique members also
have large magnitude change steps.
Mandler (1999) contends that such pre-linguistic primitive steps, particularly kinetic ‘‘image-schemas’’ provide a
sufficient conceptual basis on which to build language
proper, including such abstract notions as agents, patients,
permanent objects, and causation. Tracing backwards from
childhood and adult imaging studies to identify key cortical
areas for language functions, the k-cluster evidence from
Conel indicates that these foundations are sometimes laid
extremely early during development. Broca’s area (BA 44
and 45), associated with language (Broca 1861), appears in
three cores with peak C(l, b, t) ranging from 3 months
(K-7), very early in language acquisition (Ellison and
Semrud-Clikeman 2007), to 24 (K-6) and 72 months (K-1),
when children can speak increasingly sophisticated sentences (Tomasello 2003). The earliest of these cores
associates BA 44 LII with BA 6 LIII and LV, BA 13 LIV,
BA 39 LIV and LVI (area angularis) and BA 38 LI (area
temporopolaris). These additional parietal and temporal
association areas also show significant activations in fMRI
during verb generation tasks (Le Bihan et al. 1993; Cao
et al. 1999). BA 39 is associated with Broca’s area in wordpicture matching among children from 5 to 18 years old
(Schmithorst et al. 2007), and semantic processing (Binder
et al. 1996). Moreover, BA 39 and superior frontal gyrus,
from which the BA 6 samples were drawn in Conel’s
subjects, form part of a complementary network to the
human mirror system, which focuses on the ‘‘end’’ or goal
of an action, while the human mirror system appears to
focus on the ‘‘how’’ of an action (Hesse et al. 2009). In
K-7, BA 44 LII is one of the two non-overlapping
addresses, and BA 39 LVI is the other. BA 44 is a recipient
of mirror neuron projections (Cadoret et al. 2005). The
portion of BA 6 that would have been part of the ‘‘classical’’ human mirror system (Hesse et al. 2009) is von
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Economo’s area FBop, which was not included in Conel’s
data. In all of these cases, the timing of the maximum
change for the change vectors in K-7 is the 3 months
change interval. This is well before most overt manifestations of language or mirror functions, and in agreement
with Mandler (1999).
In the remaining cores associated with Broca’s area, at
24 months BA 44 LV and BA 45 LVI co-occur with secondary auditory cortex (BA 42, Gazzaniga et al. 2002) and
BA 13 (area postcentralis insulae). Direct electrostimulation
connects Broca’s area with BA 42 (Matsumoto et al. 2004),
as does Bayesian analysis of BOLD signals from fMRI for
speaker and sentence distinction tasks (Patel et al. 2006).
Broca’s area and BA 13 are associated in the retention phase
of a delayed match-to-sample working memory task (Habeck et al. 2005). Similarly, at 72 months, BA 45 LIV is
associated with Wernicke’s area (BA 22 LI; Wernicke
1874), supplementary motor (BA 6 LVI, Gazzaniga et al.
2002) and anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24). Broca’s area
and supplementary motor areas are associated in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) for noun generation
(Cuneod et al. 1995; McArthy et al. 1993), and orthogonal
lexical retrieval (Blacker et al. 2006). BA 6 and anterior
cingulate cortex are associated for the stimulus and retention
phases of delayed match-to-sample working memory (Habeck et al. 2005). BA 22 is also involved in the retention
phase (Habeck et al. 2005; Woodward et al. 2006). Broca’s
and Wernicke’s area are both involved in word-picture
matching in children between 5 and 18 years old (Schmithorst et al. 2007). Broca’s area is associated with supplementary motor and anterior cingulate cortex in
morphological tasks related to irregular verbs as well (Sahin
et al. 2006). In direct electrostimulation of the cortex in
epileptic patients, Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas demonstrate bidirectional connectivity (Matsumoto et al. 2004).
All of these cited studies associate additional areas
outside the k-cluster cores, and none has the resolution of
an individual cortical address. However, these functional
circuits in adult and older juvenile subjects do correspond
to the present correlated changes in Conel’s neuron population data. We suggest that these patterns in human
postnatal neocortical development reflect conserved
mechanisms for synchronized functional change steps in
postnatal mammalian brain development that are later
manifested in behavior.
Keeping in mind our cautionary tale from the Data
Supplement that points out the small sample sizes in Conel’s work despite the detail he reported at each age, we
suggest that similar results can be obtained from animal
models. For example, paternally expressed gene 3 (Peg3)
mutant mice have a range of deficits, including olfactory
function. Inactivation of this gene reduces the incidence of
caspase 3 positive cells at 4–6 days postpartum, indicating
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a reduction in neuron apoptosis. Affected areas in these
mice include the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis,
nucleus accumbens, caudate putamen, medial pre-optic
area, arcuate nucleus, medial amygdala, anterior cortical
and posteriodorsal amygdaloid nuclei (Broad et al. 2009).
We hypothesize that at least some of these areas would
constitute a maximal clique in mice between P4 and P6 if
the analogous murine values for C(l, b, t) were calculated
from birth to an observation age greater than P6. The
associated deficits would emerge later as the mice develop.
Acknowledgments We wish to thank R. S. Shankle for helpful
comments and complete access to the CYBERCHILD data base.
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